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CLIENT MEETING  
 

Client Dr. Kam  

Minute Taker Bernard 

Date & Time 16
th
 August 2010, 1530 

Venue SIS Meeting Room 4-3 

Absentees None 
 

TOPICS 
1. Project Demonstration  

2. Acceptance Presentation Feedback 

3. Project Development Feedback 

Next Meeting 

CONTENT 
PROJECT DEMONSTRATION 

Discussion 

George demonstrated our 2.2 version to Dr. Kam with the new functionality like 
highlighting and layer manager with dynamically pulled data from the database. On top 
of that, the team explained to him the change of the layer manager UI so that Dr. Kam 
would be aware of the changes that we have made. 

After the demonstration, Dr. Kam asked us to explain each one of the functionality that 
we have done in detail. This is to help us explain ourselves in terms of the efforts we 
have put into our coding to the audience during presentation.  

George went on to explain his part of highlighting to Dr. Kam followed by Bernard and 
Jess on layer manager and finally Shazlee about heatmap.  

Dr. Kam suggests that we make a screenshot of the before & after to show our 
audience the differences in UI. E.g. for George’s highlight there should be screen shot 
on the use of blend function. 

Along the way, Dr. Kam pointed out that we should emphasize on our coding efforts 
during presentation, share with them what will happen to our application if we change 
some portion of our codes and show them how much thoughts are put into our 
coding during development.  

For example, if we are using PostgreSQL, state why we use this database instead of 
other database which means we show them that we go through a great deal of effort 
and research before deciding on the PostgreSQL that we are going to use. 

On top of that, stressed that all the programming languages are new to us. 
Demonstrate to the audience about how PHP help you to handle PostgreSQL and 
keep in mind the effort put/taken for each functions and relate it to the audience during 
presentation.  

Open up and show them the codes to explain as our markers are pretty technical, 
they’ll be able to take it. 

Challenges during development are another aspect that the team should talk about 
during presentation. 

Conclusion 
Dr. Kam commented that we are doing fine and on schedule.  

We are around 30% done. 
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ACCEPTANCE PRESENTATION FEEDBACK 

Discussion 

Dr. Kam wants us to highlight on our each individual coding on the project: 

 Each contribution of the project in terms of coding 

 Each to have a certain share of the coding 

Reason being: since FYP is an IS module, everyone should still spend a significant 
amount of time and effort on coding for application development. It is because during 
the Q&A session with Prof Gan, some of us mentioned learning outcomes with 
handling legal documents and some other stuffs that are not related to the 
development of the application. 

Conclusion 
We should start working towards coding and think of our own efforts and contributions 

to the development of the application. 

 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT FEEDBACK 

Discussion 

Layer Manager UI: 

 Dr. Kam advised us to separate the Points data on top and the Polygon data 
below so that the user can select the Points data and that the Polygons will not 
cover the Points to prevent the users from viewing the Points data 

 Separate the Heat Map component from the Layer Manager as a separate UI 
by itself so as not to confuse the users. 

 Pin and Unpin is accepted by Dr. Kam but is subjected to the end users’ 
approvals as they might have another opinion on this. 

Points Markers on the map: 

 Advised to have color picker for the different points data (points on different 
layer) 

 Light weight Symbols (rectangle, circle, triangle and etc.) 

 Oakland example of markers would be good enough for our application 

Redesign the data schema: 

 objectID renamed as it is but now as a Primary Key (character field, not 
integer) 

 site_no and site_name to be remained as it is 

 For Polygon tables: 

o Shape_area changed to area_meter2 

o Shape_length changed to perimeter_meter 

Conclusion 
Noted them down and do the necessary changes for the development of the 

application 

 

WRAP UP 
Meeting adjourned @ 1720 

Next meeting details 23th August, 1400 at SIS Meeting Room 4-4 
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DISCLAIMER:  

Any amendments/feedback about the content must be given to minutes taker within 3 days 

from this adjourned meeting. Minutes taker will have to send the updated minutes within 1 

day for any amendments.  


